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Hopkins To Conduct Band Concert
Mrs. Evans Gives
Concert Tonight
Mrs. Margarita Sawatsky Evans,
a four-year member of the voice
faculty at Olivet Nazarene College,
will present a concert at 8 p.m.
Friday in the Recital Hall of Burl®-'
Administration Building.
Included in the soprano’s per
formance are spirituals, folk songs
and the works of several contem
porary foreign composers. Accom
panying her will be Miss Jo Ann
Bfoble, pianist, and Miss Jewell
Flaugher, violinist, .both members
of the music faculty.
Prior to coming to Olivet, Mrs.
Evans,,,.was active in church, opera
and concert work throughout the
wesri coast, and holds a master’s
degree in music from the University of Portland™Ore.
In addition to Mrs. Evans performanqgBDr. Mary Shaffer, as^
sistant professor of art education
«it OlivetBwill show a series of
Elr large landscape oil p a in tin g «
and also Email water colors and
drawings. Among her more recent
wprksBare several farm scenes
near Kankakee.
Dr. Shaffer holds a master’s deigree in art from Ball State Teach-

Student Council To
Sponsor Christmas
Basket Project
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In an attempt to extend the hand
.of Christ'an charity, to take anoB h er step in bridging the gap be
tween our college and the sur
rounding community the Student
Council is again this year planning
to distribute food baskets to sixty
needy families in our community.
When the baskets are taken to a
familyH delivered by college stu
dents, Christmas Rarols are sung
and an impression left. Among the
food and “goodies” in the basket,
the “bread of life” is given for
the spiritual nourishment of the
family. As the carols are sung and
a prayer said a bond is made.

A great deal of planning and
preparation is essential for the pur
chasing and distribution of these
baskets. Ray Cunningham, presi
ers College, Muncie, Ind., and re dent of the Associated Students
cently completed work for her doc haB appointed Torn Horner and
torate at Indiana University,! SuHn Jimenez co-chairmen of the
Bloomington, Ind. She was an art project.
instructor at Pasadena, Calif., Col
ThH drive for funds has begun
lege for five years.
with our chapel program today.
Personal contact for contributions
from the administration, faculty,
staff, and students is also planned.
Your contribution and support in
this project is vital—yet not only
your financial support is being sol
icited. Students are needed to help
talents, salary rangeBwork his pack and deliver these baskets.
tory, distinctions and honors, to If you are interested in being a
part of this project, contact one
list a few.
of the chairmen. “Inasmuch as ye
The computer also takes into have done it unto one of the least
of these my brethren, ye have
consideration whether the student
is married,'™Bngle or Bpinned” . done it unto me.” Matthew 26:40
It can even lead the student to the
right-sized company for him in the
area of the country, or of the
world, he prefers.
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Corporation Uses
Computer For Job Placement
jlfStudents! If you’re a round peg
ljaking for a round h o lelQ E D
•Tenter IncBBronxville, N. Y., has
a new electronic job sleuth that
ginakes it possible. The only one of
S B kind in the world, the Center
Scientifically programs the aptiStudes, training, extra-curricular in||erests and even special prefer
ences of job-seeking college Seniors
and graduate students. The data is
then fed into computers which auggomatically match qualifications aEainst job opportunities filed with
the Center by companies all over
the country.

“Q E D Center is not an em
ployment agency,« states Mr. Kar
len, “since employers must still
condutH interviews, testing and fi
nal hiring. But nowBat last, the
employers will know where to
reach their best prospects.”

Christmas Party
Being Planned

Birchard Fieldhouse will be the
scene of much festivity on the
night of December 19, when the
annual Christmas Party is under
way.

In effect, thg| Center enables a
Btudent to expose h isB ’Qualifying
Employment Data” to hundreds of
potential employers in a matter of
All the joy, warmth and gaiety
The complete service is avail
Bjj&pnds. Vice versa, companies able to students for $6, including of Christmas will be captured in the
can instantly scan hundreds o f forms, programming, data proces bustling excitement of a “Winter
MgJspects faster than most of us sing, analysis and forwarding of Wonderland.”
can write our own names. Accord- «elections to potential employers.
.Neath the glitter ofKnowflakes
and twinkle of starsBall the sea
f||g to Sven B. Karlen, president Companies then contact students
s o n ’s favorite melodies will come
glnd founder of Q E D, many man- in their usual manner.
to life.
!|ears of research, pre-program
The
first
large-scale
pairings
of
Featuring former Olivetians in
ming, data collection and employerstudenH and jobs will be processed
j||ollege liaison have gone into per- in January, and studentsjhave until the bustling activities of an iceffi|l|ing the electronic job sleuthing December 31 to file their personal skating party, thiSgwill be one party
you won’t ’.Want to miss!
data. Students“*may obtain more
Bgj§em.
information on Q E D and i t »
So don your prettiest semi-formal
More than just a method for activities through the college place d r e s ® and dark suits and join the
patching student’s academic back ment officeB through student a- fun inE'Winter Wonderland.” Tic
ground against job requirements, g e n t » or by writing directly to kets will go on sale Wednesday,
Q E D Center, Box 147, Bronx- December 9 for $2.00 per person in
the regBered data covers s u c h
qualifying information as special ¡ville, New York 10708.
the Universe.

This coming Saturday, Dec. 5,
at 8:00 p.m., the Olivet Nazarene
College Concert Band will present
its first formal concert of the sea
son in Chalfant Hall. The Band,
under the direction of Prof. Curtis
K. BradyBwill present a variety
of music from various periods. Fea
tured on the program will be a
composition entitled ’ “Concertina”
by Carl Maria van Weber. Guest
soloist for this number will be
ProfSsor Harlow E'. Hopkins, clar
inetist. The program will feature
music ranging in style from march,
to w a i t « to the Christmas mood.
D a^ B of composition range from
the classic period up to the present
day? Numbers include, among oth
ers, the van Weber “Concertina”®
“Waltzes from Der R osenkavaliei^
by Richard Strauss, two num ber^
by the contemporary composer
Vaugn Williams, and Christmas mu
sic to aet the holiday mood.
With the concert on Saturday, the
Band will begin its concert season
for the year 1964-1965. That night
the Band will boast a full concert
strength of fifty-eight pieces, and
formal attire. The formal dress is
new this year. Men will wear
tuxedos, and ladies will wear floorlength black crepe outfits.
This will be the most active year
that the Band has yet seen. Al
ready this year the Band has par
ticipated in an invasion tour to
Gary, Indiana, a Veteran’s D a y
program at Wilmington High
School, Homecoming activities, and
a Senior Day patriotic Concert

Messiah Presented
Next Week
The thirtieth annual presentation
of the Messiah will be given by the
Oratorio Choir the weekend of De
cember 11-13.
As in the past, three different
performances will be presented
during the weekend. The first pres
entation will be given at 8:00 p.m.
Friday, December 11. The second
performance is scheduled for 3:00
p.m. Sunday, December 13. The
final performance will be 8:00 p.m.
Sunday, December 13.

with the other college ensembles.
Now being planned are the spring
tour, a spring banquet, another
invasion tour, and a second formal
concert tentatively scheduled for
May 5.
The Band’s first tour two years
ago with with Professor Hopkins.
It was a time of spiritual enrich
ment and musical growth for all.
This year, the Band’s second tour,
with Prof. Brady, will take it into
Indiana, Ohio, and Illinois.
Professor Harlow Hopkins, the
regular conductor of the Concert
Band, is on a leave of absence for
advanced study at Indiana Univer
sity in Bloomington, Indiana. Pro
fessor HopkinSconducted the Band
from 1956 to 1962. He received his
Bachelor’s Degree from Olivet in
1953, and his Master’s Degree from
the American Conservatory of Mus
ic. Now in his second year of doc
toral study at Indiana University,
Prof. HopkinBplays solo clarinet
with the Indiana University Phil
harmonic Orchestra. The Philhar
monic Bis the University’s most
noted ensemhle. Prof. Hopkins is
a woodwinds major, specializing in
clarinet. In addition to his Univer
sity duties, he is serving as minis
ter of music for the East Side Na
zarene Church in Bloomington.
Serving a® “Interim Conductor”
in Professor Hopkins’ absence is
Professor Curtis K. Brady, chair
man of the Department of Fine
Arts at Olivet. Professor Brady has
received a Bachelor’s Degree from
Olivet and a Master’s Degree from
the University of Illinois. He has
also done doctoral study at Ohio
State University in the fields of
Musicology and Music Theory. This
year marks his second season with
the Band.
Following the concert, a recep
tion will be held in Miller Dining
Hall for Band members and in
vited guests. The reception is in
honor of Professor and Mrs. Hop
kins.

Plans for Christmas
Decorations Announced
Extensive plans are being made
to decorate the campus for the
Christmas season.

Admittance for these performanc
es will be by ticket only. This is
done to control the size of the
audience at any single perform
ance. The tickets are free and may
be obtained at the Associated Stu
dents office.

This year the student body will
be given the opportunity to parti
cipate in the general campus de
coration. As in the past, work
Rrew s will put up the traditional
star f-on the Administration build
ing and will be decorating the
flag pole. The student body will be
able to decorafl the windows on
the fourth floor of the Ad building
to jjtesemble stained-glass windows.

The Messiah will be under the
direction of Mrs. Naomi Larsen
and will feature student soloists.

The student council will design a fl one night early next week for
the decoration and a Christmas
carol sing to follow the decoration.
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L tO lL C lL . . .
Recent Controversy over three issues covered by the Glimmerglass
seems to necessitate some explanation of the policies of this publication
concerning freedom of erpression within our pages.
During the pre-election campaign much of the paper was de
voted to columns of political opinion ranging from the very informative
to the ridiculous. As has been stated before, the editor took very

The above statements are taken
from the preface to the novel.
Fail Safe, by Eugene Burdick and
important enough to be published. Every article was published includ Harvey Wheeler. The novel deals
ing the many which seemed to the editor at least to be “far out.” If with an accident in which six 1,500
it seems that one side of the liberal-conservative controversy was mile per hour American bombers
pass the “fail-safe” point and head
quantitatively favored it is simply because that side perhaps had the toward Moscow with intent to des
troy the city. Despite the efforts of
more vociferous proponents.
the Russian defenses, two plans
are succffisful, and they deliver
A second controversy arose over a letter to the editor dealing with four 20-megaton bombs on the city.
the relative merits of chapel, speakers and whether or not all speakers The SovietHgovernment demands
deserved equal respect. Criticism has come to the paper for allowing thatKomefhing be done to prove
our sincerity that the bombing was
"something like this to be published on the grounds that topics of this an accident or else they unleash
natureHhould not be aired to the public view. This argument is valid if all of their retaliatory forces at the
United States. The decision is made
the topic under discussion is of such a nature as to be damaging to y the President of the United States
the image of the school. In the editor’s opinion, this letter was not of to bomb New York City with four
20-meSiton bombs by American
such a nature.
planes. Eleven million persons are
killed within minutes that other
The third and most recent and even most violent controversy millions will live, and an undeH
arose over another letter to the editor concerning the mock election
(cont’d on page 3, col. 3)
held concurrently with the national election. This letter of less than
150 words has provoked answering letters totaling more than ten
times that amount. It is reprinted in this issue along with all the re
plies to refresh everyone’s memory and provide fairness to all con
cerned.

R
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For the New Intellectual, Rand’s
most recent major publication,
is a preliminary presentation of
Rand’s philosophy, which she calls
“Objectivism.” R a n d contends
that the world is approaching cul
tural bankruptcy, and civilization
is facing a crisis. Rand feels that
there is an intellectual vacuum
which is not being filled, but soon
must be if culture is to survive.
Rand thinks that present day lead
ers tend to control men’s minds
and actions rather than allow men
to do their own thinking and be
relatively free. Rand’s interesting
philosophv presents her solutions to
these problems, and provides much
material for discussion. Rand is
an author whose works are worthy
of being read.

by Forrest W . Nash

There are some students on ev
er}' holinesB collB e campuH who
flagrantly break the rules, - the
rules that have to do with bed
rock morality and the vital spiri
tual standards of the church. And
they are successful in getting by
without apprehension. Oftimes the
situation is frustrating to the loyal
God fearing student; he sometime^
is tempted to question the validity
of his own spiritual and moral
stand. But the truth of the matter
is the law breaker does not get by.

CLIC K
C L ie K
C L IC K

gery and stagnation; the word T
has vanished from the human lan
guage.’' The major theme is one of
the individual against a collective
society. Anthem is quite short and
very easy to read; but it contains
an important deeper . meaning
which becomes evident to the read
er—Man must not succumb to the
sociological and psychological mo
tivations toward becoming a col
lectivist; but he must strive to
become an individualist.

tiis. iJ-^aitoi . . .

In thelgecond place God knows
and He lays the heavy hand upon
the conscience of each Culprit; he
knows no real peace. In the third
place moral deterioration is going
on all the time in the character of
the consistent violator. There is the
weakening of the will which bear.'
its fruit in the tragic tomorrows.
There is the stain of hypocrisy

We welcome letters to the editor. We are glad to see our columnists
take a stand on some issues and we will be happy to print your reply
as long as it is true, fair and in good taste.

H

United States in 1946, is a novelette
which in Rand’s words,^‘‘projects
a society of Ihe future, which has
accepted total collectivism with
all its ultimate consequences: men
have relapsed into primitive sava

In the first place more people
know about hiBconduct than he
thinks they know. Whispering cam
paigns concern themselves with
evil deeds rather than good con
duct and the hush hush talk of
the small circle is the passing of
information of that which was done
in secret.

It should be clear in all cases and especially in this on that the
Glimmerglass as an organization defends neither the content nor the
grammar of any of these articles* in particular. It is our feeling that
since this is a student paper and student or faculty member for that
matter should have access to these pages to express himself. There are
boundaries of course. These include honesty, fairness and good taste.
But the judge of these boundaries is the editorial staff. In our opinion
none of these boundaries®has been crossed. In fact we welcome these
controversies which have arisen not especially for the controversy but
for the, idea of having students express themselves on these issues and
take a stand which they are willing to defend to the entire student body.

-take b ein g
àny longer.
Pot-zver, bittet-.
e x 'f s t à d c e !

By DENNIS KENT

Ayne Rand, author of We the
Living, Anthem, The Fountainheads '
^■Chinks in the Wall”
Atlas Shrugged, and For the New
“ . . .There is substantial agree Intellectual, is among the most in
ment among experts that an acci teresting and important intellec
dental war is possible and that tuals in America today. Her novels,
its probability increases with the two of which are best sellers, are
increasing complexity of the man- widely discussed and fiercely de
machine components which make bated in academic circles. Her
up our defenseS|ystem. Hardly a ideas seem to be unpopular with
week phsses without some new the literary establishment, for in
warning of this danger by know spite of her success it appears
ledgeable persons who take serious- that most critics would rather ig
■ y their duty to warn and inform nore her works than give her ideas
the people. In addition, all too often free publicity by discussing them.
past crises have been revealed to Rand is a person with a question
ing sp iritlan d she challenges the
us in which the world tottered on
ideas held by both the left and the
the brink of thermonuclear war right of contemporary American
while SAC (Strategic Air Com policitcs and current thought in
mand) commanders pondered the general.
true nature of unidentified flying
This writer would recommend
objects on their radar screens. . .
The accident may not occur in the one or both of two books as an
way we describe but the laws of introduction to Rand’s works. An
probability assure us that ultimate them and For the New Intellec
ly it will occur. The logic of poli tual are both available at the Col
tics tells us that when it does, the lege library and in paperback edi
only way out will be a choice of tions.
disasters.”
Anthem, first published in the

enough to express his opinions must at least feel for one that they were

/ c d n ’t
a to d .A
Goodbye
\

Political Points

By DALE BOULTON

little freedom to cut these articles feeling that someone concerned

T
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which yellows and tarnishes the
inner-lining of life, - the life with
which we are united forever. The
Good Book says that the soul that
sins dies. How true! The first thing
which dies is the all important re
lationship with God. Then there is
the slow death of the roots from
which grow the moral fiber of
life.
There are the fools of Las Vegasj
who mortgage everything t h e y
have to spin the roulette wheel
just once. They lose all. And so
it is with this tragic minority whsl
have disregarded theBacred. They
need all the prayer which we can
give them. Disobedience suffers
the consequence of a distorted
mind, a despairing soul, and a
destroRd life of faith, love and
peace. The God whose grace shines
thiVugh Ualvary is doing His b es|
to bring about an awakening. He
likewise, has promises for the disj
turbed. I would suggest that we
all read again Psalms 37.
Dr. Forrest W. Nash
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The Olivet Fire

THE

GLIMMER G LASS

inquiryBy ROGER GRIFFITH

by C. S. McClain

grand pianos were included. The
large chapel bell and the empty
November 29th is the twentywater tank plunged from the top
fifth anniversary of the disastrous
of the building to the basement.
fire that in four hours destroyed
The disaster was not permitted
the greater part of what then was
to
become a catastrophe. Fortun
Olivet Nazarene College at Olivet!
Illinois. The principal building went ately no lives were lost and no
up in flames, and with it the ad one was injured. Plans w e r e
made immediately to “carry on” .
ministrative offices, the c l a s s
rooms, the science laboratories! Not a student went home. That
the library, and the chapel, which morning the Thanksgiving mission
also served as th esactnyfurrao ary offering was to be taken by
also served as the sanctuary for the Church. The campmeeting ta
bernacle bell summoned the church
the Olivet Church.
congregation and the students to
Those of us who watched the
the tabernacle in the near-by camp
flames will never forget the scene.
ground. After an inspirational serv
I was called by telephone about
ice the tin pans were passed (the
11:30 on Saturday night to hear
offering plates had been burned)
the statement “The Ad building is
and the Thanksgiving o f f e r i n g
on fire.” From my front window
reached its goal.
I could see the flames curling up
The Faculty met in the public
over the roof at the far end of the
school building that afternoon and
building.
The
students
in
the
near
J1W;
by dormitory and the faculty mem made plans to resume school. Ev
bers ando ther villagers soon con ery class met on the first period
gregated on the secene. M9a n y Monday morning. The new public
drove in from a distance, for the school furnished one room. The
partially finished new gymnasium
flames were visible for m a n y
was a lifesaver. Heat lines and
miles.
radiators were quickly installed.
There was no way to fight the
The plumbing was omitted from
fire. The Georgetown Fire Depart
the two large wash rooms and
ment, two miles away, responded
the space utilized for classes, the
to the call, but their shining trucks,
students making use of the wash
parked on the road adjacent to the
rooms in the near-by dormitories.
building, only reflected in their
Students doubled up in b u n k
polished brass the lurid flames of
barracks
to release space in frame
the burning building. For there was
no water. A drouth had been in buildings for offices and class
existence for weeks. The College rooms. One room housed the li
wells were dry. A tank truck had brary, limited in its resources to
been hauling water to the college books that had been checked out
from near-by Ridgefarm for only of the regular library. Chairs were
furnished temporarily by HoughB
the most essential purposes.
The only items saved from the ton’s Funeral Parlor in George
building were several microscopes town and Brewers’ in Ridgefarm.
from the biology laboratory, sal The Danville Public School District
donated some discarded but still
vaged by an intrepid student, Keith
usable blackboard equipment. It
St. John, who entered the building
was three days before the ruins
for the purpose before anyone had
were
sufficiently cooled to permit
arrived who had the authority to
prevent the hazarding of life by the extrication of the records safe:
further entry to remove equip and two more before the safe itself
was cool enough to be opened safe
ment; and the vital academic re
ly. The records, a few of them
cords, preserved in a fire proof
brittle from the heat, nut intact
safe.
and legible, were removed to the
As the fire ate quickly through the First .National Bank vault in
length of the building, we could Georgetown through the friendly
hear the heavier pieces of furniture cooperation of 0 . P. Clark, the
and equipment, such as pianos,
(cont’d on page 6, col. 1)
falling from the upper floors. Two

College seniors are often ques
tioned, “What are you planning
to do after graduation?” And for
many of us a good specific answer
is almost as often unavailable.
However, what we seniors plan
to be and how we shall live and
think seem to me to be of greater
concern than occupational or furth
er educational goals. These con
siderations should receive immed
iate, principal attention in our plan
ning® Whether we be seniors or
freshmen.
For a large number of would-be
teachers here at Olivet, job secur
ity and comfortable living seem to
be overriding desires which have
drawn many to this occupational
field. Yet how many are giving
serious regard to the clarification
of uncertainties in their personal
philosophies of life and of educa
tion?
After overhearing the conversa
tions among some of our ministerial
students, I can hardly remember
anything else besides the ever
present “preacher” jokes, weekly
reports of “weekend meetings” ,^
and various, assorted bits of gos
sip. Yet how many are actually
trying to broaden their minds and
deepen their knowledge?
In making these observations, I
am certainly not reflecting upon
individuals in particular and hope
not to offend anyone. I feel that
these symptoms point to a general
problem which always e x i s t s
among men everywhere: the prob
lem of ordering personal values
and goals. Yet it is a problem
which can be solved.
Now what is my grand and glor
ious answer B i t is a well-known,
simple one which I must constant
ly apply to my own life; in brief,
self-examination and correction.
While here in college, we should
of course make thorough plans for
the future. Yet, in all our prepara
tion, let us take time outside our
regular classwork to evaluate the
worth of our goals and to keep them
in proper order and balance. It
will be time well spent.
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Fashion Notes
La Dernier C ri—
The Latest Word
Alphabetically speaking, today’s
fashion world speaks for itself: A
is for A-Line skirts, a must for
any wardrobe. . .B is for buttons
(more and smaller); Boots (taller
and warmer). . .C is for column
coats, capes and cagoules (muff
ling, often furry hoods). . .D is for
drlsses, from basic black to Wed
ding White. . .E is for the still pop
ular Empire look. . .F is for the
fabulous fabrics from leather to
velvet to Alligator. . .G is for the
great designers Who share their il
lusions with the world. . .H is for
the warm, furry hats that are
making a snowy comeback. . .1
is for any and all Italian knit
sweaters and suits. . .J is for the
comeback of the ski jacket now
worn for attending classes more
than for wear on the Ski slopes
. . .K is for knitting; Everybody’s
doing it. . .L is for leather Beverywhere in everything. . .M is for
muffled - the look exemplified by
the dickie and the ascot, the deep
shawl and the highstanding collar
. . .N is for the NATO look - In
ternational plus. . .0 is for Olivet
sweatshirt . ? .P is for plaids,
plaids, plaids. Every year they
make a comeback. . .Q is for the
quilted look - from quilted jumpers
to trenchcoats. . .R is for the new
vivant look of reds - so bright for
the classroom . . . S is for the suit
look - three pieces now is a must
instead of the standard two. . .T
is for the tweedy British look vedy, vedy cultured looking. . .U
is for the unusual design combina
tions - plaids and checks T?ogether?. . .V is for the V-Neck look in
sweaters - so great with dickies
and ascots. . .W is for w aistline»
that are higher than the Chemise
look of the ’50s and lower than the
Empire look of now. . .X and Y
are for the unknown quantities of
charm that the new look exudes
. . .Z is for Zebra? What else?

To the Reader
(continued from page 2)
standing is arrived at between the
premier of Russia and the Presi
dent of the nited States that ne
gotiations for total disarmament
will commence immediately. What
caused this accident? “At that mo
ment in Machine No. 6 a small
condenser blew. It was a soundles^ event. There was a puff of
smoke no larger than a walnut
that w aB gone instantly.”
Lieutenant Commander Porter
tore his eyes away from the micro
phone and looked directly into the
correspondent’s face. ‘As a doc
tor,’ he began, articulating h i s
words carefully, ‘my doubts and
fears over this action are medi
cal. Psychosomatic, really. T h e
crew of this ship are torn by con
flicting emotional stresseBwhich
far exceed those of any ordinary
peacetime patrol. The necessity to
savagely and relentlSsly e x e r t
their powers as fighters creates
a hate syndrome; their natural re
vulsion over having to act con
trary to deeply ingrained Ameri
can permissive instincts creates a

The fashion show presented in
Chalfant Hall Saturday, November
21, was a success. Disappointing
ly, it consisted of only eight cou
ples. Organized by PHYLLIS
MYERS and narrated by MARSHA
WISE, the fashiojj show intended
to pesent dresses appropriate for
the semi-formal Christmas Party
December . Both Phyllis and Mar
sha did a really line job.
LESLIE MONIQUE, wearing a
stunning, two-piece, raw silk dress
was escorted by RON RUPP. The
Bskirt, a black sheath, was topped
by an ivory, apricot-trimmed jac
ket. Leslie wore apricot, linen
shoes and wrist-length gloves to
complete her ensemble.
LINDA MURPHY wore a shortsleeved, ivory-brocade dress fea
turing a print of gold metallic
threads. The dress had a modified
scoop neckline and a bell skirt.
Linda wore wrist-lengthB g o l d
gloves and glass sling pumps. She
was escorted by GEORGE COL
LINS.
LINDA TEFTELLER carrying
white gloves and wearing purple
heels appeared in a rich, purple
velvet dress. Of an empire style,
it featured a jewel neckline, long
sleeves, and smocking on the bod
ice. TERRY KLINGMAN escorted
Linda.
MIKE WILLIAMS was MARSHA
BISHOP’S escort as she modeled a
beautiful, two-piece, candlelight
brocade. The jacket had a jewel
neckline, elbow-length sleeves, and
a scalloped hem. Marsha chose
brown accessories.
Blonde MARILYN OCHS looked
lovely in a three-tiered, w h i t e
chiffon skirted dress topped by a
lush, black velvet bodice. Mari
lyn’s accessories included a rhine
stone circle pin, and black, wristlength g lo v e » Hhe escort w a s
JOHN SLOAN.
MARCIA TIEMEIER, escorted
by TOM PATTON wore a cherryred, shantung dress and matching
jacket. For accessories Marcia
chose a rhinestone pin-S^ wristlength glovesBand iridescent pa
tent leather shoes.
FAITH ROBERTS wearing a
smart, black velvet dress was es
corted by JOHN DYER. The sheath
dress had elbow-length sleeves and
a jewel neckline. She wore with
her dress a string of pearls, long
white gloves, and black suede
pumps.
The last model of the evening,
KAY SPACKY, wore an equa bro
cade coat-dress with an empire
waist. Under the coat she wore an
aqua-satin dress with an A-line
skirt. Kay’s accessories included
white, elbow-length gloves a n d
aqua pue de sole pumps. Her es
cort was ROSS SWINEHART.

guilt comples. This is nothing new
for Americans at war, of course,
only we are not at w ar!®
This quote is taken from Mark
Rascovich’s The Bedford Incident.
By Frank Ockert
The novel deals wi‘h a cat and
mouse game which takes place be
“Chivalry is not dead,” said the old man, should be a courteous
tween an American warship and a
young lady as the doors of the gentleman.
Soviet submarine. The American
, elevator slid shut and the car proSome of the attitudes around
destroyer leader (a type of war
_ ceeded downward.
campus are like the commercial
ship) relentlessly hounds a sub
The car had been to the fourth “I’d rather fight than switch.”
merged Russian submarine. If the
I floor and picked up several people, Strange how the fellow who has
Russian has to surface, the Ameri
|r stopped at the third floor where strong opinions often displays his
cans haves cored a morale vic
more people got on and stopped at ignorance by a closed mind. May
tory. If the Russians elude the
• the second where an older profes- God help us to be firm in our con
Americans, the Americans realize impression that I received from the
I sor stood waiting. Upon seeing the victions but have an open mind
that at war many lives would be books was that the two s t o r i e s
r car was full the professor picked (as well as an open ear) to the
lost if a submarine liveB to fight could actually happen and they
v up his brief case and started to opinions of others. There is a slim
another day. The submarines are could do so tonight or tomorrow
1 walk away. At this point the young possibility that a few of us might
trying to determine where weak or thenext day. I have no ideas
Iman who stood in the front of be wrong.
nesses occur in our d e f e n s e s
how to prevent a nuclear holo
the car called out, “Wait a minute.’
My Creed
through scientific instrumentation caust, and I would be the last to
I, He got off the car, held the door Some folks will laugh and scoff at
and the AmeB:ans are trying to advocate pacifism and appease
[ as the professor got in and, without
creeds
harass the Russians in their ef ment, and yet the two books scared
f a word, turned and walked down Held dear by other men
forts to obtain information. In the me. The reason that I mention
thel stairs. —Thank the Lord for And these same folks, in daily life,
novel the chase has lasted for many these two books is that I think
( ChriSm young people who act Prove God is small to them.
hours with each side becoming that theyshould be read by every
f like Christian young people.
For who can say that they are
very tense and dangerous. Through one.Morethan The Other America,
• Someone said to m e recently,
right
an error in the chain of commands, the® twobooks have a greater
jj “Discourtesy is never justified.” And other men are wrong
the submarine is sunk in cold-blood impact and meaning to each indi
I Makes me wonder about seme of My God is God to every man
ed murder by the Americans and vidual. Poverty need not be re
1.the things that go on around camp- And all to Him belong.
the world is on the brink of World medied tomorrow to save t h e
. us. Often fellows are seen walking
breast
War III. A NATO officer aboard world, but these works tell what
in front of ladies or pushing past So I’ll not jeer at fellow men
No matter what the trend.
the ship fails mentally and destroys
can happen in seconds. The. novels
' them in their haste to get to class. As long as I may live,
the warship.
WMm to tell men to developa philo
pIt would be nice to see a revival of Who in their hearts believe in God Give me a man who is my friend,
Both novels claim to be realistic
sophy for the nuclear age. I re
just plain courtesy. May the day And homage to Him give.
Though we might not agree,
and authentic in theirclaims of commend both Fail-Safe and the
rnever come when the sight of a For I would rather know a man.
And I will give you just a glimpse! presenting the dav today risks
Bedford Incident very highly; they
, man opening the door for a lady is And have him for a friend,
Of God’s eternity.
involved in the defense of this will provide a basis for highly pro
rare. A Christian young man, or Who worships God within h ^ H
Frank Ockert
country. Perhaps the most singular
voca live discussions.
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Letters To The E ditor
(The following letter was printed
in the Kankakee Daily Journal. It
is reprinted here to reach a maxi
mum number of students.)
Dear Sir:
I am concerned with the impres
sion that a few students from Oliw lt Nazarene College are living
in Kankakee.
A few days ago I spent the after
noon with a newspaper reporter
from your staff as a journalism
assignment from the college. We
talked at some length concerning
the School and its influence in the
community and he expressed opinl
ions which I feel point out a m ^
understanding between the college
and community. Prior to this, I had
heard similar comments from oth
ers in KankakS and would like to
clear up some of these misconcepl
tions.
To Kankakeeans I would ask thel
following question: Do you judge
the college and all Olivetians by
the few examples of those who do
not uphold the standards of bur
school ?
Try to remember that every or
ganization has' its “non-conform
ists^ and every student who at
tends Olivet is not in agreement
vtith our belieM HoweverBthis
type of student is definitely in the
minority and in order for you to
gain a realistic impression of the
Kthobl it is necessary for us to
bffiome acquainted.
Some feel we are satisfied to sit
on campus with no contact with
the' “outside world” but this is not
the case! We are á religious organizationflyes. We arjgj not ashamed of it nor do we apologizej
for it. However, we do not fees
that Olivetians, or Nazarenes, have
an edge on Heaven or a monopoly
on God. We all must find Him in
our own way and we can respect
one another’s views without ne
cessarily agreeing.
Olivet. Nazarene College wants
to do its5part in making Kankakea
a better place to live and we pur
pose to be an asset in your com
munity. No doubt you are aware
of the rapid increase in our enroll
ment and t e construction of five
new buildings, completed r nearcompletion, on our campus. As we|
continue to grow and prosper we
w ill,. in the. near futureBbecome
one of the most outstanding attrac
tions in Kankakee, for we attract
prominent attention from hundreds
of people in five surrounding states.
A word to Olivetian.'S Are you
aware of the influence you c a r r y
while in the business establishmentslin town? Perhaps we forget
occasionally that we not only give
others an insight into our own
characters by our actions a n d
speech, but we represent a student
body of over 1400 young people.
We are prone in our hurried exist
ence to become careless in remem
bering the bigness of little things!
such as courtesy and gratitude.
Personally, as a member of an
institution I respect, I resent the
fact that some students are not
more conscientiouaLn their pledge
to the college. If you attend Olivet
for reasons other than desire such
as: proximity, finances or parental
pressure, I feel, nonethelessB you
owe it to the rest of the student
body to contribute toward our ef
forts in the community.
We also need to remind ourselves
occasionally that pride in reli
gious ceremony and a sanctimon
ious attitude are dangerous haz
ards to a Christian testimony. I

(The following letter appeared in Dear Editor:
Editor:
realize that in a few cases we
the last issue of the Glimmerglass.
have unknowingly and unintention
I am writing in reply to Mr. Bow
Regarding ,Eid Bowman’s letter It has generated so much contro
ally made the wrong impression
man’s
letter. Mr. Bowman implied
to
the
editor
for
which
his
stated
versy that it is reprinted here with
concerning our attitude toward thd
that because Olivet voted over
religious aspect of our college life. purpose was to stimulate thought all its answers to provide fairnèss
whelmingly for Senator Goldwater,
to all concerned.)
One businessman of Kankakee and writing, I think he has d o n e
the college iBcomposed of a group
was reported to haveSaid that he more than stimulate thought and
of hard-core segregationists, both
writing.
I
feel
as
do
many
other
didn’t think the [Students at Olivet
Dear Editor:
professors and students. Contrary
students,
and
that
is
he
has
in
swallowed “all that Btuff t h e y
Now that Sen. Barry Goldwater to his belief, the race issue was
feed them out there” . Actually, this sulted Olivet Nazarene College, and
for
this
reason
I
have
written
this
has
lost by such a landslide and not the only deciding factor in this
is a misconception of our studentKnee Olivet wafsso much for the election. However, since that is the
faculty relations ip. I hold Dr. reply:
only issue he dealt with, I shall
The election is over and most Arizona senator, I would thinkthat
Reed and the faculty in the high
limit my reply to this issue.
est esteem and agree one hundred of us who voted for Barry Gold- there would be some comments
I assume that Mr. Bowman was
per cent with what they are trying water are willing to accept the peo from our studentsEthat so avidly
to accomplish for us, “an educa p le d choice. There are some peo supported him. Even the faculty against Senator Goldwater because
ple however, who like to drag old (the few that voted) showed sup hB voted against the Civil Rights
tion with a Christian purpose” .
port for Mr, Goldwater.
Bill. Mr. Goldwater voted against
In closing, I would like to say skeletons out of closets.
Plea^i don’t accuse me and the!
To stimulate thought and pos the Civil Rights Bill, not because
that my three and a half years at
Olivet Nazarene College have been many other ardent Goldwater sup sibly w m ig , I would like to know he was afflinst the improvement
of the Negro, but because he felt
the most wonderfuffixperience of porters on this campus of being what the faculty (at least a few)
my life. These years have helped ■segregationists® It just so hap- think of Mr. Goldwater now. Why it infringed on the states’ rights
me to be a better scholar, a bet p®jtS that many of those twenty- couldn’t b lica rry strong Republi a ll guaranteed by the Constitution!
ter citizen, and a better Christian. se^en million people who voted can states like Maine and Ver and as. such was unconstitutional.
Perhaps my appreciation for the for the Senator believe in his con mont. Also, isn’t it significant that
I would like to show some of
school has caused me to react servative philosophy of govern Sen. Goldwater carried only hard
thé differences' in the record of
ment.
core
segregationist
states
and
OliJ
strongly
to
other’s
distorted
I will not deny that some bard vet mixed right B n ? Does this Senator Goldwater’s civil rights
views of her and my concern over
core
segregationists
supported sound funny Alabama, Mississip stand and President Johnson’s civ
her influence is a result of te
GoldwaterSbut
not
nearly
all of pi, North Carolina and Olivet. It
confidence I have placed in her.
il rights and prior to the time
twentytSeven million Americans is though by most northern Demo
Johnson assumed the office of Pre
Pat Vandine
are anti-Negro. Statistics h a v e
crats that the South is out of step
sident. As Chief of Staff of the
I submit this letter with the hope shown that nearly ninety-five per with the times and with the rest
cent
of
the
Negroes
supported
Johnl
Arizona
Air National Guard, Col.
of the nation. Whose foot steps is
that the community and the con
fson
and
it
is
my
opinion
that
most
Olivet
following
after?
Goldwater
handed down an order
stituency of Olivet Nazarene Col
lege can lay aside trivial differ of them did so on the mere basis
that segregation was to be banned
Sincerely,
of their being told, “Man, Goldences and past misunderstandings,
in the Air Guard. Goldwater’s
Ed
Bowman
water
is
going
to
put
you
down.”
endeavor to move ahead toother
store employs 400 people, 17 of
for our college, our community, and Johnson doesn’t deserve to be
thought
of
as
the
champion
of
the
whom
are .Negroes. In other words
our Christ.
Negro cause. In 1958, Johnson said, tional Guard. The members of the
over 4% of Mr. Goldwater’s em
Pat Vandine
“I am not now, and never have Phoenix and Tuscon Chapters of ployees are Negroes, and this from
been an advocate of civil rights;
the NAACP, of which Goldwater an area where less than 1% of the
after all one can’t push these things has been a member, should be population is Negro.
Dear Editor;
on the South over night.” It is able to tell you whether Goldwater
Edward Banks, Negro publisher
I waB recently disturbed over a interesting to note that Johnson is d&Serving of the Negro vote.
of the Arizona TribuneHsays of
letter appearing in this column sta voted against the civil rights bills
No, thglNegro voters didn’t give
ting Beeveral unwarranted and under the Eisenhower administra Senator Goldwater a chance be Goldwater; “He has done a great
cause they were too busy listening deal for Negro integration in Ari
immature generalizations concern tion.
zona, Arizona is one of the most li
In
the
early
part
of
1964,
Johnson
ing the late presidential election.
to leaders that were ill-informed
beral states in these United States
said,
“We
are
going
to
pass
a
civil
It is unmistakenly clear that the
and bigoted within their own race.
American public got the man they rights bill if it takes all summer.” One of these leaders which many when it comes to race relations,
wanted. This is agreed upon. How It seems that Johnson started to of the Negroes gave their attention and Goldwater’s influence has been
ever, there will continue to be sing a new tune as he saw the to was Martin Luther King, of a major factor. He has done more
differing opinions on what factors coming election. This fact made me Bhom J. Edgar Hoover said, “M ar| for Arizona Negroes than any other
contributed most significantly to realize thatSsome men will do any tin Luther King is the most no Arizona politician.”
President Johnson’s champion
President Johnson’s overwhelming thing to get elected. Goldwater torious liar in the country, for
sucBSR. It ¿»thought by many supported the other civil rights bills claiming that Southern F.B.I. men ship of civil rights is of relatively
throughout the country it was not but couldn’t in his heart find a way will not act on civil rights laws recent vintage and is actually a
that President Johnson’s coattails to support the 1964 bill because because they are Southerners.” I form of hypocrisy. Speaking to a
were so strong, but that the Sena of the unconstitutionality of some can’t help but feel that after hear rally in Austin, Texas on May 22,
tor’s were positively unapproacha of its provisions.
ing and listening to many things 1948, Johnson said: “This c i v i l
I believe that the Negro race that King has said, that he glories rights program about which you
ble. One Republican stated that,
“Even those who started out to a S a whole was grossly misin more in receiving publicity than have heard so much, is a farce
vote for him got scared before the formed about Senator Goldwater. having the real welfare of his peo and a sham, an effort to set up a
end of the gam e® Many thought How many Negroes really took the ple at heart.
police state in the guise of liberty.
of Senator Goldwater as more of trouble to look into the Senator’s
Well, what does all this have to I am opposed to that program. I
a radical than a conservative. record in the area of his treatment do with Olivet? Mr. Bowman has fought it in Congress. It is the pro
Many objected his assaults on big of colored peoplejn Arizona? Gold- equated Olivet—her administration! vince of the state to run its own
government, and the social and wel water’s chain of department stores faculty; and students—with racism elections.” Before 1957, Johnson
fare programs. Many found his eco have long used fair hiring prac and bigotry. In general, Olivet has voted with the South 100% of the
tices. Goldwater was instrumental shown that on the whole she isn’t time, including major civil rights
nomic policiesBntollerable.
It is wrongfully thought by many that we all (Olivet included) work bigoted. As students for instance! issues. In 1938, Mr. and Mrs. Johnthat the civil rights issue was the and pray toward.
we have elected a Negro as Presi sn bought 20 parcels of land outRecently it has been bluntly dent of the Associated Students. Wei g d e Austin, Texas, with no res
all-decisive campaign issue. It is
true, as Mr. Bowman has brought in desegregating the Arizona Na- are proud to support Ray Cunnig- trictions of any sort mentioned in
to our attention, that five southern
the deed. In 1945, the Johnsons
ham as an outstanding leader of
hardcore segregationalist states
our student body. Many of our pro sold 7 lots of that property, insert-!
Bent for the Senator. It is also and unjustifiably stated that Olivet fessors have engaged themselves ing in the deed a clause — prohibi
true that these states were in a- has allied heigelf with hardcore se- in various activities concerning ting “any person or persons of
gffiement with the Senator’s belief gregationisS Such an accuzation the Negro cause. I think it is out African descent” from occupying
that civil rights must be enforced is indeed piercing to an Olivetian right audacity for any student to the property except as domestic
by the individual states and the who is proud of his school and the makegluch accusations about our servants. Johnson may have had
Bpluntary actions of its c’tizens. Is high ideals for which it stands. How college, especially when they were several reasons for inserting this
it not true that the thirteenth, four could someone visit, much less live based upon so many false assump clause in the deed: (1) He may
teenth, and the fifteenth amend on, our campus get such an idea? tions. If anyone would have the have wanted to be sure no Negro
ments of our constitution gives the For those who claim that Olivet right to do so, it would be our stu- couldRver own property adjacent
Negro his freedom, all the privi favored Berry Goldwater and was denH body president.
to his, (2) he did not want Negro
leges of citizenship, and the right thus in favor of segregation, may
neighbors, or (3) because he was
I resent Mr. Bowm anS inference
to vote? It seems to me that the I inject a question here? Would that Olivet’s administration, facul afraid of lowering his own property
real problem is in enforcing thel Olivet have been in favor with im ty, and student® are segregation- values.
laws already in existence. Could morality had it went for President isB. Most of
do not practice
In conclusion, I have a question
it be that the individual states could Johnson? Both generalizations are racial discrimination or segrega
for Mr. Bowman: Can he really
do this best? Love for fellowmen equally absurd. Olivet welcomes, tion in actuality or in Sprit. I think
support a man who has only re
can not be legislated, it must come loves, and appreciates the finer Mr. Bowman’s comments were un
cently supported civil rights legis
from within. Would I be correct in Christian negros who come to our warranted and the administration,
lation, and then only for politically
stating that Senator Goldwater campus.
facultyBand students deserve an expedient reasons?
w a £ !a stanch integrationist and
apology.
Sincerely,
only differed with his opponent in
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jim Kirk
the method of achieving the end
Ken W. Marckel
Larry Bohlke
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1964 SOFTBALL ALL ■STARS
DAN SALISBURY is a graduate
of Bradley-Bourbonnais H i g h
School. He competed two years in
the state meet (he was fourth in
41 the 220 as a senior); he was track
captain and Most Valuable Cinderman for two years; and he was
named Athlete of the Year as a
senior. He also lettered four years
in basketball, receiving All-State
honorable mention as a senior.
Dan’s list of achievements at ONC
■ are almost as outstanding as h is|
high school tally. They read like
KhiS 100-yard dash, 10.0 seconds
¡Staff 220-yard dash, 22.0 seconds
X flat; 440-yard dash, 53.7 seconds;
« and the broad jump, 21 feet, 3 ^

inches. He and three other Zeta
teammates also broke the 880yard relay with a 1:39.9 timing.
Dan has All-Starred in basket
ball and is the All-Star second
baseman this year.

relay team which established the
1:39.9 record.

two years in scoring and, being
named to the All-Conference bas
ketball team. At ONC Ron has been
active in softball, basketball, and
baseball all three years.

RAY WILLIAMS, a Gamma
sophomore, distinguished himself
at Roundhead, Ohio High School as
ROSS SWINEHART is a senior a record-breaker in three different
KEN ARMSTRONG, a graduate
Zeta athlete from Concord High sports. On the hardboard he broke of Battle Creek Central High
Schoo, Elkhart, Indiana, where he the single-game scoring r e c o r d
School, lettered three years in ten
lettered one year each in baseballB
nis. His- senior year he was co-cap
basketball, and track. He holds with an output of 37 tallies in one tain ^H he team. Ken was also stu-'
two high school records: 52.9 sec contest, and established the mark dent council president. This is quite
onds in the 440-yard dash and 23.4 for the highest scoring average in an accomplishment in a high school
seconds in the 220-yard dash. He one season, 26.4 points per game. with an enrollment of . 2,000 stu
also ran with a mile relay team While earning four letters on t h e dents. Ken graduated third in his
which set a record of 3:36. While
classBof 428. While at Olivet he
at ONC Ross has participated ev cage court, he made the All-Coun has established himself as a fine
ery year in softball, basketball, ty team and received honorable competitor in the sports program
baseball, and track. He was also mention All-State. As a track dis for Gamma society. He has been
a member of the Zeta 880-yard tance runner he set the mile re active in baseball, softball, and bas
cord for the county, and in cross ketball. At the present he is the
country he recorded the two-mile student body treasurer.
mark. Ray also earned four letters
JIM SHERER of Caledonia, Ohio,
in baseball. As an Olivet sports played his baseball for Caledonia
By Redith Adkisson
man he has earned a berth on High School. He was an outstand
four All-Star contingents: softball, ing player as a pitcher and utility
Principal of Melbourne High in whom (as in any tutorial system)
basketball, baseball, and track.
outfielder. He lettered two years.
Florida,^ B. Frank Brown, des the student makes an appoint
cribed in the November issue of ment when he has finished a stint
JIM WILLIAMS^older brother Also at Caledonia High School he
m THE ATLANTIC what must be to of Work. The phase system op of Ray, set the precedent for Ray lettered in basketball in his junior
and senior years and football in
m its students a dream school. Radi erates in the four basic intellec
in high school by also being a re his senior year. His school has just
cally different than any other in tual disciplines: mathematics, sci
cord breaker. Jim holds the yet- recently consolidated and is now
the area, it is achieving pheno ence, English, and history. They
unequaled batting average mark of River Valley High School While at
are the core of the process.^B
menal results.
The unique advantage of this sys .457. Besides being an outstanding ONC Jim has participated in all
Melbourne High is a senior high
€
tem
is its catering to the indi performer on the diamond, he was athletic activities and has been
school located in the Cape Kennedy
complex. Contrary to what one vidual achievement of the pupil. also a capable basketball player. an outstanding contributor for the
might think, the student body of For instance, one student may be As a Delta athlete Jim has won Kappa society.
1500 differs little from any other in Phase 1 of math, Phase 3 of
JOHN SCHAMPIER, a graduate
All-Star recognition in baseball,
comparable high school body. Most science, Phase 5 of English and
of Mansfield Senior High School,
of the students are the children of Phase 4 of history. Says Mr. Brown, basketball, softball, and track. A Mansfield, Ohio, lettered two years
[i technicians and laborers, not of “The ancient shibboleth that all physical ed major, he has served in baseball. During this two years
students are equal and should study as an assistant to Coach Ward in he received the Most Valuable
- physicists and scientists.
Because each year for the past the same phenomena and learn handling the Bobcats football team. Player award and also the Total
Offense award. The Total Offense
H years has brought four hundre the sam e details has been thor
CRAIG MYERS is a graduate award consists of a combination
niw pupils, the school has been oughly dissipated. We are con
vinced that the only way to or- of Elkhart High, Elkhart, Indiana, of battingBavera^H R BI'S a n d
H>lit twice to form new h i g h
■ g fjp o ls . This has necessitated a ganiB a school is on the basis and attended Tri-State College, An home run S H e pjMHd L^ S n ball
I flexibility in both facultya nd ad- S)f student achievement.”
gola, Indiana, before coming to for four yearBand wsB the team
What changes has a multiphased
v ministration.
ONC.
T hiSyear Craig struck out captain for two. His team compiled
curriculum effected in Melbourne
■H Unafraid of change, the faculty High? Here is what Mr. Brown 95 players in softball, and is the a record of 14-8 an<Bmade it a f l
far as the regional tournament. At
B p Melbourne voted to try a sys- has* to say.
only pitcher to beat Zeta in the last ONC John haigbeen a great asset
Ej|m so simple that it is revolu- 1. B in the past one of our major
tp.jjSonary in its simplicity. Their plan problems has been how to per two years. This certainly speaks Hums to remove all grade barriers, suade talented teachers to work for his ability.
VIC RIBERTO'S
^ and allow talented students to pur with the less talented students,
RON WILLIAMS of Zeta society
1
sue any course that they were
HAIR CUTTING EXPERTS
(now). . . .we (find) teachers step
[apable of passing. This worked so ping forward to say, Give me the is one of the finest softball pitchers
286 South Schuyler Ave.
well that a new type of curriculum ungifted for I am a professional around. His only loss this season
Downtown Kankakee
^_J?rganization
came into being. They and I can teach students of vary came at the hands of the Kappa
i
named this revolutionary system ing ability.”
ball club. The rest of the year
■ of organization a “phased” rather pelled to abandon the mass of Ron had hurled three shutouts and
Y than a “graded” curriculum. Fol- trivia which directs the way con
had allowed only two earned runs.
£ Lowing is a description of t h e
ventional classes are taught. I am
Ron’Ugreat
pitching coupled with
■ phased curriculum from Jerome referring to the monotonous prac
V Bruner’s forthcoming book, EDU- tice whereby the teacher conductsjl eight excellent playembehind him,
f CATION FOR THE SPACE AGE. a class by asking questions to Which made Zeta the team to beat.
Hammond Organs
J
“In the multiphased school, he has pat answers”
RON DEAL is a junior from
Sales — Service — Rental
'^SSh Iburses have been reorganized in- 3? “A n o t h e r major stumblinsB Stanford. Illinois, High School. At
r
a system of phases that re- block to learning was the extreme Stanford Ron lettered three years
Lessons
fleet not the grade in which they and exaggerated overuse of the in both baseball and basketball.
1055 N. Fifth Avenue
tare taught but the student’s ability lecture as a style of teaching. . . His personal accomplishments in
I i to grasp the subject and his will- we found it expedient to organize cluded being the baseball battingi
KANKAKEE, ILLINOIS
jlingness to throw his weight into instruction around shirt-s 1 e e v e champion two years straight, lead
Dial 933-^58
■He task.
types. of activities in which stu ing the basketball conference for
I Phase 1 is the remedial section dents are personally involved.
I t and it is designed for students who 4. “The most reassuring result
need special assistance in small has been the complete disappear
, classes. When a student feels rea d H ance of discipline problems.”
l’t S try something more advanced, 5. “It became necessary for us to
4 j |h w s ^encouraged to set forth to construct a new library which. . .
o v i nphase.
V ioco
U ic w
i l l i n n t i o o o iis
s
J tHt ht neo nnext
His
willingness
had to bB agjarge as the gymnas
n
and SHIRT LAUNBRY
ium.” (It is’;' available after the
a
major
criterion.
i? 3
Phase 2 is for students who need jichool is closed)
Next to the Post Office
1
emphasis on the basic skills 6. “Dropouts don’t occur where
there is meaningful educational ac
2 |l.of a subject.
tivity. On the contrary, since Mel
1 ‘V? Phase 3 is for those who are ready
LET Y O U R STUDENT ID C A R D W O R K FO R YO U .
J Wa to have a go at the major sub- bourne High instituted this system,
IT IS N O W W O R TH A BIG 20% D ISCO UN T! O N
Egance of the curriculum in the the percentage of students goingB
on to college jumped from 30%
Y lid .
A LL DRY C L E A N IN G W H EN PRESENTED AT THE
,,^[5 Phase 4 is the subject in depth to 70%. In EDUCATION AND IN
C A L L O FFIC E.
if and with concentration.
COME, Patricia Sexton reports a
|i Phase 5 is independent study for school located in the Cape Kennedy
P the exceptional student willing to area whose I.Q. scores keep rising;
Open From 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
M asffime responsibility for his own year after year. I am inclined to
■ learning and ready to use all a- believe she is speaking of Mel
5 Shirts for $1.00 With Any Order of Cleaning
g vailable resources in doing so. He bourne. If so, educators across the
;;J | i supervised by a teacher with country should take note.
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The Ungraded High School

to the Beta society in softball and
baseball.
BOB SLOAN from New Castle,
Indiana, a graduate of Chrysler
.tiigii School, established himself as
a fine cinderman as he earned
three letters in track. Bob was
student council president. Since
coming to ONC as a freshman he
has made his presence known by
making the softball All-Star team.
Sigma can look for help from Bob
in the future.
JOHN CRABTREE who has dis
tinguished himself as a fine ath-,
lete at ONC has^made the AllStar softball team once again this
year. For complète rundown refer
to Lyell Stark’s “Sports Sketch”
of the week where John i l featured.

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes
Portable & Standard
SALES - SERVICE - RENTALS
Complete Line of
S C H O O L & O F F IC E
SUPPLIES
Phone W E 3-8216

I

MINER
Business Machine Co.
291

E. Court St.

KANKAKEE, IL L

j

FORDYCE
Man's
Lady's

$50.00
50.00

VERONDA'S

Musk Store

BOURBONNAIS CLEANERS

x)

ECKERT
Man's
Lady's

$35.00
29.75

VANCOUVER
Man's

$25.00 Lady's

20.00

Rings enlarged to show detail.

PS

Always timeless in beauty,
(,?~+«»tiY 3 in rtylin'».

Edw ards
JEW ELERS
Kankakee,. Illinois
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G L I M M E R G L A S S

S P O R T S
SPORTS
SKETCH

The Feminine Side
By Judy Martin
Women’s sports here at ONC are
sometimes not given the recogni
tion they deserve. However, we
wish to give credit where credit is
due. The women are really helping
to boost their societies this year.
In the women’s tennis singles
this year, every society was re
presented. he final match was
between Virginia Slawson and Car
ol Whitmore. We owe our congratu
lations to Virginia Slawson from
Sigma for winning the trophy. Car
ol Whitmore did a good job for
Beta. Sigma came out ahead with
116 points. Beta had 104, Gamma
87, Zeta 41, and Kappa 18. Gam
ma had the most participants with
four girls. We are proud of all who
participated.
On November 17, the Girls AllStars for 1964-65 in softball were
chosen.
Geraldine Ambuehl, a freshman
from Salem, Illinois is a Physical
Education major and plans to
teach in high school. Geraldine
should be quite an asset for Beta
society in all women’s sports this
year. She is the best pitcher we’ve
seen here at ONC for quite some
time.
Marsha Wise is a junior from
Elkhart, Indiana majoring in ele
mentary education. She did an
excellent job of catching for Beta.
Judy Kinder, a freshman from
Hoopeston, Illinois is a P.E'. major
and plans to teach in high school.
She was a good all-around player
for Gamma and played five differ
ent positions. Judy plans to play
basketball and cheer for Gamma.
Karen Lucas is a senior from
Livonia, Michigan who played sec-

Oiivet Fire
(continued from page 3)
President of the bank.
As often happens, what at first
promised to be a catastrophe, eventually through God’s providence,
turned into a blfilsing. As result
of the fire, the college was removed
to its present location, where there
is ample outlet for student employ
ment and a commodious campus
for expansion to meet the needs
of our rapidly growing school popu
lation.

ond base for Sigma. Karen did a
real fine job for Sigma.
Carol Whitmore is a sophomore
from Wadsworth, Ohio majoring in
P.E. She is an excellent first baseman as well as an all-around play
er for Beta.
Audrey Hall. From Midland,
Michigan, Audrey is a junior and
plays for Gamma society. Audrey
also played for the women’s 0Club in last year’s Homecoming
game. She is a good all-around
player in most sports.
Barbara Crabill is a freshman
from Urbana, Ohio. She played cen
ter field, first base, and pitched
some for Zeta society. Barbara w aH
a real boost for her society and
plans to play basketball and cheer.
Virginia Slawson comes f r o m
Iberia, Missouri. She is a junior
P.E. minor and math major. She
is perhaps one of the best outfield
ers in ONC history.
Judy Martin is a senior from
Berne, Indiana majoring in P.E.
She was captain for the Zeta team
and played first base and outfield.
This is her fourth year in softball.
Pat Hassinger is a firey littlH
Delta leader who has plenty of
spunk. She was a real asset to
her society and is a sophomore
from Tiffin, Ohio.
Marilyn Sutherland is a sopho
more from Oskaloosa, Iowa who
played in the outfield for Delta so
ciety. Marilyn did a real good job
of fielding.
We are proud of all these girls
and extend our hearty congratula
tions to them and all the other
fine girls who participated in the
feminine side of softball for 196465.
(The Feminine Side by J u d y
Martin, will be a regular column
throughout this year. Mrs. Donoho
asked me to write about girl’s
sports each week.)

CARMEN'S
SHOE REBUILDERS
375 E. Station
Kankakee, Illinois

MEADOWVIEW

HARDWARE

Barber Shop

Downtown Kankakee
Open Till 9 Mon.-Friday
OPEN A STUDENT
ACCOUNT
Vis&i Our Many Departments
Sporting Goods — Housewares
Appliances — Hardware

John Crabtree, of Zeta society
is this week’s S.S. hero.
^^T he redhead with the quick
hands”, is the way most spectators
refer to John. His gift of digging
a hot ground ball out of the dirt,
and flipping it into a baseman,
is second to none. Many a time a
confident hitter has been picked
off, because of John’s unique abili

tyJohn hails from Urbana, Ohio,
and is a graduate of Urbana High.
During his high school days he
lettered in baseball, three years
running, and in his Sr. year helped
spur Urbana High to the league
championship.
At O.N.C., John has played softball, baseball, and earned his let
ter and membership inE‘0 ” club.
During his sophomore year John
had a 600. batting avg., and in his
Jr. year he hit 5 home runs. This
year he hit 500 B .A l and helped
Zeta win the Intermural champ
ionship.
I’ve watched John play for three
years, and inBhat time I’ve only
Been him make one error. Even
then he recovered, and on the next
play he picked a man off second
base.
A clutch hitter, a skillful fielder,
that’l l John Crabtree. We’ll b e
watching for a repeat performance
next spring.

Jim Williams, one of Delta’s specific starting 5, because talent
excellent basketball lettermen, pro is so well spread among these
claimed Monday night, “I’m posi 16,■W illiams related. Coach Rupp
tive that we will be in top spot. plans to carry all 16 through the
We have the horses to really go season, although he can dress only
this year.”
12 each game. The 12 who will
Williams, who shined in the tra play in each game will be chosen
ditional homecoming game with at the practice sessions. Thus the
13 pointy says that Roger Rupp, ■“12” will be subject to change
coach of the Delta cagers, is real throughout the season. SVWe are
ly whipping the team into shape. trying to increase the competition
“The fellows really respect him, within our own team, so we will
because he works them,” Williams be better against our opponents,’!!
said.gTn the past,” he continued, explained Williams.
■ D elta coaches have tended to be
Williams stated that a recent
lax. But not Rupp. He has been campus article,,* painting Delta’s
working on both conditioning and
basketball future, contained a few
fundamentals.”
errors. Delta lost Duane Cross two
Delta has had a tremendous turn years agoHand have already re
out of prospective players, accord covered from the loss. The team
ing to Williams. Out of the 22 will also be playing without the
players who showed up for the services of the big freshman—FerJ
first practice, the potential steam guson. Williams pointed out that
roller has been trimmed to 16 one of the key players—Ed Nash,
players. “We, as yet, have no was not mentioned in this particu
lar article, and Delta is depending
m
heavily upon him.
AIR C O N D ITIO N ED
FREE TV — RO O M PHONES

ED -M A R
MOTEL
2 Blocks North of College

When asked about his predictions
for the other society teams, Wil L
liams replied^ T don’t think Sig
ma will be in contention this year,
and if we can stop Bill Ulmet
and Dan Salisbury, Zeta will also
fall prey.”

On Routes 45-52

p
Phone 933-8288

t

COLLEGE
CHURCH

ANNOUNCING —

THE COFFEE CUP
499 South Main, Bourbonnais
RED ECO RATED & UNDER NEW M AN AG EM EN T
C O M PLETE BREAKFASTS, LU N C H ES & DINNERS

OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
6:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday Special 5:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Pan Fried Chicken ................. $1.00
(Includes salad, potatoes, vegetable, hot rolls
and butter)
Friday Night Special - Golden Fried Perch $1.00
(Owned and Operated by Gardner & Virginia Walmsley)

O F THE

NAZARENE
Y O U R OPEN D O O R
TO
Worship Study,
Evangelism and Service

SUN DAY SERVICES

SHOW I.D. CARD

SAVE 25c
ON EACH HAIRCUT
Open Mon. & Fri. Nights
No. 2 Meadowview
Shopping Center

GOULD’S TEXACO SERVICE
ROUTE 45 & BROADWAY
Phone 939-9213

10:50 a.m.

Evangelism ............ 7:30 p.m.

BRADLEY, ILL.

INQUIRE ABOUT SPECIAL
ON MID-WEEK SERVICE!

W ED N ESDAY
Mid-Week Service

x

7:30 p.m§H

W E GIVE S&H GREEN STAMPS
across the street from old location

C O M E ALIVE!

Lubrication — Tubeless Tires — Batteries
Accessories
Free Anti-Freeze with Two Snow Tires

YOUR IN THE PEPSI

W E GIVE S&H GREEN STAMPS

9:45 a.m.

Youth ..................... 6:30 p.m.

STANDARD SERVICE STATION

MEDDIE MARQUIS
Phone 932-1822 275 S. Main St.
BOURBONNAIS, ILL.

I
I

Sunday School
Preaching ............

SWANNELL'S
CHRISTMAS SHOP IN

by Lyell Stark

Delta Eyes Top Spot

PEPSICOLA

GENERATION

1

KANKAKEELAND'S
EVANGELISTIC
CENTER

Forrest W. Nash
Pas t or

Pepsi-Cola General Bottlers, Inc.
ROUTE 49 SOUTH
KA N K A K EE, IL LIN O IS

Arland Gould
Asst. Pastor

